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Reflectrometric measurements provide an objective assessment of the directionality of the photoreceptors in
the human retina. Measurements are obtained by imaging the distribution at the pupil plane of light re-
flected off the human fundus in a bleached condition. We propose that scattering as well as waveguides must
be included in a model of the intensity distribution at the pupil plane. For scattering, the cone-photoreceptor
array is treated as a random rough surface, characterized by the correlation length T (related to the distance
between scatterers, i.e., mean cone spacing) and the roughness standard deviation s (assuming random length
variations of the cone outer-segment lengths that produce random phase differences). For realistic values of
T and s we can use the Kirchhoff approximation for computing the scattering distribution. The scattered
component of the distribution can be fitted to a Gaussian function whose width depends only on T and l. Ac-
tual measurements vary with experimental conditions (exposure time, retinal eccentricity, and l) in a manner
consistent with the scattering model. However, photoreceptor directionality must be included in the model to
explain the actual location of the peak of the intensity distribution in the pupil plane and the total angular
spread of light. © 1998 Optical Society of America [S0740-3232(98)00808-4]
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there have been major advances in assess-
ing the human visual system by objectively imaging the
light scattered back from the retina.1–9 The principal
aim of these techniques is to provide objective information
on a given aspect of the visual system rapidly and reliably
and in a manner that is well tolerated by both normal
subjects and patients. Generally, one can get the same
information with traditional psychophysical techniques,
but the reliability and time saving of the objective tech-
niques make it desirable for eventual clinical
purposes.3,4,7,8

In this paper we will discuss reflectometric techniques
that have been developed to measure photoreceptor direc-
tionality. The idea behind these measurements is that
when bleached, the photoreceptors will guide light back
toward the pupil, just as they guide light arriving from
the pupil. The procedure consists of measuring the light
returning from the retina is relative to pupil coordinates.
Different groups have used slightly different approaches.
For example, Van Blockland10 measured the scattering
diagrams as the exit pupil was scanned along one axis;
Gorrand and Delori11 scanned both the entry pupil (for il-
lumination) and the exit pupil (for light collection); Burns
et al.6,9 imaged the entire distribution of the light return-
ing from the retina through the pupil for any given pupil
entry position; and Delint et al.12 analyzed digitized im-
ages of the fundus reflectance obtained with a scanning
laser ophthalmoscope for different pupil entry locations.

In what follows we will concentrate on the implemen-
tation by Burns et al.6,9 Figure 1 sketches the basic idea
of the technique. A small retinal patch is illuminated
from a small laser spot imaged in the plane of the eye’s
pupil. Most of the light is absorbed by melanin, blood,
and other ocular pigments. However, some portion of the
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incident light captured by cones is emitted back toward
the pupil, giving rise to a spatially localized, brighter re-
gion in the pupillary light distribution. This spatially lo-
calized distribution of light returning through the pupil
can be fitted to a Gaussian function, characterized by the
shape factor r. Another portion of the incident light is
multiply scattered in different retinal and subretinal
structures and is reflected back diffusely, filling the entire
pupil and appearing in the distribution as a spatially uni-
form background.

The reflectometric technique has been thought of as a
sort of objective version of the psychophysical Stiles–
Crawford effect (SCE) (in fact, Delint et al.12 refer to their
reflectometric measurements as optical SCE12) for several
reasons: (1) That is, photoreceptors act as fiber optics
that guide light from the pupil into the cone outer seg-
ment. This waveguiding produces the directional sensi-
tivity measured psychophysically as the SCE. If the cone
photopigment is bleached, the photoreceptors also redi-
rect light back out of the eye, thus acting as an emitting
antenna. This emitted light has an angular dependence
similar to the collection angle. (2) The location in the pu-
pil of maximum intensity varies across subjects6 but coin-
cides with the peak of the SCE in the same subjects.8 (3)
The fraction of guided light is maximized when the entry
pupil is close to the location of the peak of the reflected
light distribution. For these reasons it has been argued
that the shape factor r represents a measurement of the
directionality and alignment of the photoreceptors, al-
though it is known that the reflectometric r is narrower
than the measured psychophysical Stiles–Crawford r.8

Van Blockland10 and Burns et al.6,8 found r values of
;0.10 mm22 in the center of the fovea (Gorrand and
Delori11 and Delint et al.12 found values of ;0.20 mm22,
owing to their double scanning), whereas typical values
1998 Optical Society of America
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for psychophysical Stiles–Crawford r are ;0.05 mm22

(Ref. 13). The differences between reflectometric and
psychophysical r are still more marked at higher
eccentricities.8

Considerable effort has been directed toward under-
standing the differences between reflectometric and psy-
chophysical Stiles–Crawford measurements. Gorrand
and Delori14 developed an elegant model based on wave-
guide theory. Their approach is based (for given diam-
eters and refractive indices of the different segments of a
foveal cone) on the number of modes that are guided in-
side the cones (psychophysical SCE) and on the number of
modes that are guided backward (what they call optical
SCE). They consider coupling coefficients that account
for the interaction of light backscattered at the outer-
segment–retinal-pigment epithelium interface and recap-
tured by the cones. Their model predicts a shape factor r
for reflectometric functions that is twice the shape factor
of the Stiles–Crawford function.15 It is difficult to evalu-
ate the model for other conditions (i.e., other cone diam-
eters corresponding to other retinal locations). Their
model assumes that the waveguide parameter16 V
, 3.832, so only six modes propagate inside the cone.

Expressions become much more complicated for V
. 3.832, such as would occur for larger cones in the
parafovea.17 Typically, the predictions from waveguide
models (which have been extensively used to explain the
psychophysical SCE) are quite sensitive to slight changes
of cone diameter, refractive indices, and wavelength.18

Presumably, the reflectometric r predicted by waveguide
models will also show a nonsystematic variation with
these parameters.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation the reflectometric technique.
A small portion of the retina is illuminated in Maxwellian view
(top left panel). Part of the light is multiply scattered and re-
flected back toward the pupil; part is guided along the cones and
reradiated back toward the pupil (left panels). The image of the
pupil is formed on a cooled CCD camera (top right panel). After
the corneal reflexes are blocked, the brightest part of the image
corresponds to light reflected back from the cones. The intensity
distribution at the pupil plane can be fitted to a constant (back-
ground) plus a Gaussian (guided or directed component). The
parameters of the fit are B (constant background), Imax (maxi-
mum intensity), x0 and y0 (coordinates of the peak of the distri-
bution), and r (shape factor, proportional to the inverse square
root of the width of the distribution).
To model the distribution of light in the pupil plane
fully, it is necessary to consider both the waveguide na-
ture of the cones, which serves to shape the angular emis-
sion of light from the cones, and the interference of light
from different cones, since each cone can act as a small
coherent light source, and then light with different
phases (due to differences in cone lengths) will add coher-
ently at the pupil plane (far field). In fact, when one
looks at the images of the pupil digitized by Burns et al.,6

the speckle structure is readily apparent. This speckle is
reminiscent of the speckle patterns produced by light
scattered from rough surfaces.

In this manuscript we will first outline the effect of
scattering alone on light reflected from any rough surface
that reasonably approximates the dimensions of the
cones. We will then show that scattering alone can cause
changes in the measured distribution of light in the plane
of the pupil as a function of retinal location. We will next
reintroduce the waveguide analysis, showing that be-
cause the waveguide nature of the cones tends to direct
light from different cones toward the same pupillary loca-
tion, the overall distribution of light measured in the pu-
pil is narrower than expected from either scattering or
waveguiding considered alone.

2. MODEL AND COMPUTER SIMULATION
(SCATTERING COMPONENT)
We treat the cones as cylinders inserted into a medium of
a given index of refraction, approximately equally spaced
but with random length variations. When light illumi-
nates this retinal cone mosaic, light emerges from each
cone with a different phase than that from adjacent cones,
owing to the differences in length. The effect of this as-
sumption is that the spatial distribution of light return-
ing from the cones toward the pupil can be modeled in the
same way as light reflected from a rough surface. The to-
tal field scattered from a rough surface in a certain direc-
tion is the sum of elementary waves scattered in that di-
rection by each elementary scatterer—in our case, by
each cone. Therefore waves coming from each photore-
ceptor at a different phase will add coherently at the pupil
plane. In the extreme, unrealistic case that the cones
and the interphotoreceptor matrix have the same index of
refraction, our model retina would be equivalent to a per-
fectly polished surface and light would be reflected in a
single direction. The case in which all the cones had
equal lengths would be approximately the same case as a
diffraction grating: Light would be reflected back specu-
larly into the different orders of diffraction. In the case
of a locally hexagonal array, this would produce circles or
noisy hexagons located at multiples of the characteristic
spatial frequency of the array. For the more realistic
case of cones with slightly different lengths (randomly
distributed), light will scatter into various directions
(with some privileged directions receiving more energy
than others). For small cone-length differences (a
smooth surface), the coherent, specular component (the
orders of diffraction) will be more intense than the dif-
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fused component. For large cone-length differences
(rough surface), the coherent component will be masked
by the diffused component.

In the following sections we describe the parameters
that characterize a random surface, the scattering theory
on which we base our model, the range of applicability of
this theory, the additional assumptions that we adopt to
model the cones, and the computer simulations of the
light intensity at the pupil plane.

A. Scattering Theory: Applicability of the Kirchhoff
Approximation
The scattering of electromagnetic waves from rough sur-
faces has been extensively studied both theoretically (see
Refs. 19 and 20 for a review) and experimentally.21 It
has been shown that characteristics of a random surface
determine the properties of the electromagnetic field scat-
tered by it.22 Scattering theory has even been applied in
physiological optics to determine the roughness of the an-
terior lens surface and other structures.23

One widely used formalism for describing scattering is
that of Beckmann and Spizzino,24 which uses the so-
called Kirchhoff approximation. In this method, the field
and its derivative are approximated by the tangent to the
surface at each point. Thus this approximation neglects
both shadowing effects and multiple scattering. In this
approximation, only the far-field intensity distribution is
calculated (that is, the electromagnetic waves are treated
as planar). The theory as first formulated was scalar (no
polarization effects were considered) and applied only to
perfect conductive surfaces. However, it has been ex-
tended to describe any polarization25 and to dielectric
surfaces.26 There are two properties that characterize a
rough surface: its spatial scale (correlation length) and
its roughness. The Kirchhoff approximation is generally
applied to statistically homogeneous and isotropic ran-
dom rough surfaces with Gaussian statistics and a Gauss-
ian correlation function: C(t) 5 exp(2t 2/T 2), where T is
the correlation length, namely, the distance between ‘‘val-
leys and hills’’ of the surface. The roughness is defined
as the standard deviation of the surface heights s. Early
studies considered that the approximation failed for
T & l and for s/T . l.27 A recent study,28 based on the
extinction theorem, established that the Kirchhoff ap-
proximation held over a broader range, depending on the
relationship between T, s, and l and the angle of inci-
dence. For example (see Fig. 11 in Ref. 28), for
T 5 0.4l the Kirchhoff approximation is valid if s
, 0.15 T and for T . 2l if s , 0.3l for normal inci-
dence. In principle, scattering theory (Kirchhoff as well
as other solutions) was developed for surfaces with gentle
slopes. Nevertheless, Deryugin29 showed that the Kirch-
hoff approximation was still accurate for surface profiles
with sharp edges, at least for the conditions L . 1.9l and
L/w ; 4, where L and w are the period and the radius,
respectively, of the rectangular corrugation.

In general, the incoherent part of the mean scattered
power (also known as the diffused component) is propor-
tional to exp(2p 2T 2r2/l2z2) at normal incidence (and can
be approximated by this quantity at small angles of inci-
dence), r is the distance to the center of the intensity dis-
tribution in the plane of observation, and z is the distance
between the surface and the plane of observation.30

B. Retinal Mosaic Model
To apply scattering theory to the retinal cone mosaic, we
modeled the cone mosaic similar to that of Marcos and
Navarro,31 although for the present work we consider
larger retinal patches (0.68 deg). To generate the model
mosaic, we digitized a photomicrograph of a transverse
section of an excised fovea from Curcio et al.32 and pro-
duced a dot lattice with the location of the dots at the cone
centers. The scale at the retinal image plane was set at
0.77 mm/pixels, which produced a scale of 0.0457 mm/
pixel at the eye’s pupil plane for 256 3 256 images. The
cone array was scaled to achieve the desired row-to-row
cone spacing s for different retinal eccentricities. Since
the retinal patches of Curcio et al.32 contain only a few
cones, we generated a cone array image by tiling the ap-
propriate number of the scaled (reduced) cone array im-
ages. To avoid aliasing artifacts, we added spatial jitter
(a random-distance, normally distributed s 5 0.16 s) to
the location of the cone centers from the original image.
Below, we will consider row-to-row cone distances ranging
from 2.25 to 7 mm (corresponding to retinal eccentricities
from the central fovea to the near parafovea). Although
we are aware that with a 0.68-deg test spot centered at 0
deg, cone spacing varies systematically from the center to
the edges (this also happens at larger eccentricities but is
less important), for the modeling we assume isotropy in
the distribution of the cones within a sample.

The amplitude reflectivity is simulated by convolving
the arrays of cones with circles with a radius 40% of the
row-to-row cone spacing (i.e., the cone aperture d is set to

Fig. 2. Examples of simulated cone distributions for four differ-
ent values of mean cone spacing.
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80% of the row-to-row cone spacing s). Figure 2 shows
simulated cone mosaics for four different row-to-row cone
spacings.

We assume that random variations of the cone’s outer-
segment lengths produce light emerging from the cones
with random phase variations (with Gaussian statistics
and zero mean). To our knowledge there are no data
available in the literature that suggest a value for the ac-
tual variation in cone length, although the portion of the
phagocitized outer segment33 might give us an idea about
the order of magnitude. We have performed computer
simulations for random length variations of the outer seg-
ment with standard deviations of 0.34, 0.51, 1.056, and
1.88 mm. This corresponds to standard deviations of the
effective path-length difference (considering nos 5 1.419
and n ipm 5 1.347 for the refractive indices of the cone
outer segment and the interphotoreceptor matrix, respec-
tively) of 0.04887, 0.073305, 0.15204, and 0.2715 mm.

As we stated above, the parameters that describe a
rough surface are the correlation length T and the rough-
ness standard deviation s. The concept of correlation
length T is easily defined for surfaces with a Gaussian
correlation function: T is basically the radius of the
mean scatterer (the distance for which the height is e22

times the height at its maximum). For our surface with
rectangular corrugation (both the length and refractive
index of the cone outer segment are assumed to be con-
stant over the aperture of a single cone) we treat T as half
the aperture of the cone, 0.5d, or, equivalently, 0.4 s.
This value is close to the correlation length that we obtain
by fitting the correlation function of our cone mosaic (ba-
sically a triangular function) to a Gaussian function.
Also, we will see that for this correlation length the re-
sults of the simulation closely fit Kirchhoff’s expressions.
Given that, the correlation lengths that we use in our
simulation range from 0.9 to 2.8 mm. Figure 3 shows his-
tograms of the surface effective heights for the four cases
considered. The roughness standard deviation stands for
the standard deviation of the Gaussian function that fit
those histograms.

Our surface parameters fall within the range of appli-
cability of the Kirchhoff approximation and also meet
Derugin’s29 conditions for rectangular corrugations
treated under Kirchhoff’s approximation (in our notation
L 5 s and w 5 0.5d). We specifically do not consider
any other structure, beneath or below the retinal cone
mosaic, although the presence of bodies (i.e., pigment-
epithelium cells, melanine granules, etc.) below a scatter-
ing surface alters the scattered-light distribution.34

C. Simulation of the Mean Scattered Intensity
To compare the predictions of scattering theory directly
with measurements, we evaluate the mean scattered in-
tensity from the simulated retinal cone mosaic in the
plane of the pupil. Our conditions [region of illumination
5 0.68 deg, distance between object and image planes
5 16.7 mm, region of observation limited by the iris, 30
deg] fall within the range of applicability of the Fraunhof-
fer or far-field approximation.35 Thus the complex am-
plitude at the pupil plane is the Fourier transform of the
object. We also checked some of the results by using qua-
dratic wave fronts (Fresnel approximation) instead of
plane waves and found no difference. Since the entry lo-
cation of the beam never exceeds 4 mm from the pupil
center, we are also close to normal incidence (,14 deg).
Although we assume that the illuminating beam has a
Gaussian profile, this does not affect the results.28

The amplitude reflectivity of the surface is thus the
cone matrix described above, multiplied by a Gaussian
function. The phase map is the optical path-length dis-
tribution of the cone matrix, multiplied by 2p/l.

We simulate the intensity distribution at the pupil
plane for a short exposure and average 50 images (actual
experimental images are typically long exposure). As in
a paper by Marcos and Navarro,7 we assume that the
cone mosaic moves from one exposure to the next, but this
affects only the phase distribution (which is changed ran-
domly) but not the amplitude (i.e., no change in the posi-
tion of the cones is considered).

The resulting mean far-field intensity is the sum of two
terms, a coherent component and a diffused component.
The mean far-field intensity can be expressed as ^uUiu2&
5 u^Ui&u2 1 diffused component, where ^•& stands for the
average across realizations and Ui 5 FFT(Oi), Oi is the
instantaneous complex amplitude of the retinal reflectiv-
ity. Note that the coherent component is not accessible
experimentally with conventional imaging means, since it
requires measurement of both the modulus and the phase
for each flash. The relation between the diffused and the
coherent components changes with roughness. Figure 4
shows all three terms for a cone mosaic with different de-
grees of roughness and a 3.76-mm cone spacing. The first
column represents the mean far-field intensity, the sec-
ond column the coherent component, and the third col-
umn the diffused component. In the first three rows the
specular peak at the central location has been clipped to
enhance the contrast. Each image has been normalized
to its highest intensity. For slight roughness, the coher-
ent component almost masks the diffused component of
the scattered intensity. Since our surface is nearly peri-

Fig. 3. Histograms of the distribution of effective path-length
differences in a simulated cone mosaic in comparison with a
Gaussian distribution of the same variance. The roughness is
taken as the standard deviation of the distribution. (a) s
5 0.04887 mm, (b) s 5 0.0733 mm, (c) s 5 0.152 mm, (d) s
5 0.2715 mm.
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Fig. 4. Far-field intensity, coherent component, and diffused
component for a simulated 0.68-deg cone mosaic with 3.76 mm of
mean cone spacing for different degrees of roughness. First col-
umn, average of intensities; second column, square modulus of
the average of complex amplitudes; third column, difference of
the first and the second (diffused component). Averages are per-
formed over 50 realizations. The specular peak has been re-
moved in the far-field component and the coherent component in
the three first cases. Roughness increases, from top to bottom:
(a) s 5 0.04887 mm, (b) s 5 0.0733 mm, (c) s 5 0.152 mm, (d)
s 5 0.2715 mm. The coherent component is prominent for
slight roughness and is masked by the diffused component for
higher roughness. The normalized diffused component (third
column) is independent of roughness.
odic, the coherent component consists of a specular peak
(which is not in the image) and the first order of diffrac-
tion (Yellot’s ring36) of the cone mosaic. As roughness in-
creases, the diffused component increasingly masks the
coherent component in the mean scattered intensity. For
the roughest surface considered, no coherent specular
peak is evident. After normalization the diffused compo-
nent (third column) is identical for all cases (i.e., the
width of the diffused component does not depend on
roughness).

The variation in the shape of the diffused component
with cone spacing is depicted in Fig. 5. As the cone spac-
ing increases (from 2.25 to 6.45 mm in Fig. 5), the diffused
component narrows. As shown in Fig. 6, the diffused
component can be fitted to a Gaussian function of the
form 102rr2

, where r is the shape factor (smaller for
broader curves and, as suggested by Figs. 4 and 5, depen-
dent only on cone spacing) and r is the distance from the
center of the intensity distribution. We will use the same
notation used in the SCE (decimal logarithm) instead of
the classical notation in physical optics (natural loga-
rithm) that we have used so far in this paper. Figure 7
plots the variation of the shape factor with cone spacing.
The circles are results from the simulation, and the
dashed curve is the prediction from Kirchhoff theory: Ac-
cording to Kirchhoff’s expression for the diffused compo-
nent (Subsection 2.A), and using our own notation, we ob-
tain

rscatt 5
p2~0.4 s !2

f 2l2 ln 10
,

with l 5 0.543 mm, f 5 16.7 mm, and rscatt 5 0.00844
s2. The data plotted in Fig. 7 were obtained for s
5 0.04788, illumination area50.68 deg, averaging of 50
realizations, but we have seen that changing these pa-
rameters does not modify r. To confirm that this spatial
limitation at the pupil plane is due only to the phase
variation, we calculated the spatial distribution at the pu-
pil plane when there is no modulation in the modulus of
the reflectivity and obtained the same result.
Fig. 5. Simulated diffused component for different values of row-to-row cone spacing. The distribution becomes narrower for increas-
ing cone spacing.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR
SCATTERING
A. Methods and Subjects
We used an imaging reflectometer to measure the spatial
distribution of the light at the pupil plane returning from
the retina. The apparatus and procedure are explained
elsewhere (see Refs. 6 and 9 for details). In short, a
small patch of the retina (1 deg in most experiments, 0.5
deg in a control experiment) is illuminated with a Max-
wellian view system by use of a small entry pupil (0.18
mm). The position of the entrance pupil, and the fixation
location (in a separate channel) are under computer con-
trol. Light returning from the retina is measured with a
cooled high-resolution CCD camera at a plane located
conjugate to the subject’s pupil. Typically, the exposure
time was 1 s, although short-exposure images (10 ms)
were also digitized to improve visibility of speckle (the
speckle was blurred in the long-exposure images). Im-
ages were 170 3 170 pixels, with a scale of 0.08 mm/pixel

Fig. 6. Fit of the diffused (scattered) component to a Gaussian
of the form 102rr2

. Dotted curve, radial profile of the simulated
diffused component from a cone mosaic with a mean row-to-row
cone spacing of 3.76 mm; solid curve, fit to a Gaussian (r
5 0.11 mm22).

Fig. 7. r (obtained by fitting the simulated diffused component
as shown in Fig. 6) as a function of row-to-row cone spacing
(circles). The dashed curve represents the prediction from scat-
tering theory (Kirchhoff approximation): r 5 0.00844
s2 (mm22).
at the pupil plane. The directed component of the images
is fitted with a Gaussian of the form Imax102rr2

, with
r 5 (x 2 x0)2 1 (y 2 y0)2.

The main difference from the apparatus described in
Ref. 6 is the use of three lasers (a 543-nm and a 632-nm
He–Ne laser and a 670-nm diode laser). The red lasers
were added to the optical path by means of a beam split-
ter and a mirror mounted on a kinematic mount. All the
beams are spatially filtered at the same pinhole. Only a
single wavelength was used for a single image.

Three normal subjects (SM, JH, and SB), aged 26, 37,
and 47, one female and two males, participated in this
study. JH had deuteranomalous color vision. Subjects
were dilated with 0.5% Mydriacil after informed consent
was obtained.

B. Short-Exposure Images
Short-exposure images (10 ms) were obtained for subject
SM in dark-adapted and bleached conditions. Dark-
adapted images showed a constant background with little
modulation. The bleached-state images [Fig. 8(a)]
present fully developed speckle, confirming that light re-
turning from the photoreceptors produces speckle pat-
terns. Changing the illumination spot size produces a
change in the speckle size (speckle size increases when
the spot size is reduced from 1 to 0.5 deg), as was found
for the computer simulations [Fig. 8(b) shows an example
for 0.5 deg].

C. Variation of r with Retinal Location
Burns et al.9 showed that r values changed rapidly with
retinal eccentricity, with the width of the pupil intensity
distribution being broader at the center of the fovea than
at higher eccentricities. We measured r as a function of
retinal eccentricity (0 deg and 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 nasal and
temporal) for 543 nm and compared the results with the
predictions from the simulation. Measurements were
collected in three different sessions for subjects SM and
SB and two for JH. Typically, only a single retinal series
is obtained per session at the optimal entry-pupil position
(i.e., for which higher maximum intensities are obtained).
We found that for subject SM, the optimal entry-pupil lo-

Fig. 8. Short-exposure images at the pupil plane. (a) Experi-
mental (subject SM, 0 deg eccentricity; spot size 0.5 deg). (b)
Simulation (cone spacing 2.25 mm; roughness 0.271 mm; illumi-
nation spot size: 0.5 deg).
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Fig. 9. Experimental intensity distribution at the pupil plane for different retinal eccentricities in the nasal retina, for subject SM.
The corneal reflex has been removed. The distribution narrows as retinal eccentricity (or, equivalently, cone spacing) increases.
cation moved slightly horizontally, as the fixation moved
horizontally in the retina. In this case we measured four
retinal series in a session by use of entry pupils at 0.5-mm
intervals and for each retinal location selected the images
with the largest directed component. We have included
the results obtained for 3 deg, although in some cases at
this eccentricity measurements may contain reflection ar-
tifacts that could artificially broaden the distribution.
We have confirmed that these reflections arise from ante-
rior structures, since they are not diminished under dark-
adapted conditions, and we have not included data in
which these reflections are readily apparent.

Figure 9 shows the intensity distribution at the pupil
plane for subject SM at 0, 0.5, 1, and 2 deg (left to right).
The results in Fig. 9 are comparable with the simulations
of Fig. 5. It is interesting to note that the coherent com-
ponent does not appear in the experimental intensity dis-
tributions, thus suggesting that the photoreceptor array
is rough, closer to case (d) in Fig. 4 (s 5 0.27 mm) than to
the more uniform cases.

Figure 10 directly compares the experimental data (for
three subjects) with the simulation. We computed the
equivalent retinal eccentricity for a given row-to-row cone
spacing using data of Curcio et al.32 We assumed hexago-
nal packing and a conversion between millimeters and de-
grees in the retina of 290 mm/deg.37 We interpolate the
cone spacing data by use of a parabolic fit for retinal ec-
centricities between 0 and 3.6 deg. The conversion is e
5 0.05296s2 1 0.332087s 2 0.0886, where e is retinal
eccentricity in degrees and s is row-to-row cone spacing in
micrometers. The solid curve and triangles in Fig. 10
represent the predictions from the simulation. The
shape (higher r for higher eccentricity) and size of the ex-
perimental and the simulated results are similar, up to 2
deg of retinal eccentricity. In the four central degrees,
the simulated data are systematically lower than the
measured data. Beyond 2 deg, the predicted r systemati-
cally increases, although experimental data do not. This
discrepancy between experimental and predicted r at
higher retinal eccentricities may be due to the presence of
rods (which our current model ignores) and larger inter-
photoreceptor spaces (at higher eccentricity the assump-
tion that the cone aperture is 80% of the row-to-row spac-
ing does not hold). In addition, the presence of artifacts
in the images for some of the subjects at higher eccentrici-
ties makes the experimental results less reliable. For lo-
cations within 2 deg there are two simple reasons for the
discrepancy: (1) intersubject variability in cone spacing:
For the range of cone densities from the nine eyes studied
by Curcio et al.32 in the center of the fovea, r would range
between 0.02 and 0.06. This explains possible individual
discrepancies, although not the shift of the simulated
data to a lower value. (2) In the simulations we have as-
sumed that the cone spacing does not vary systematically
within the sampled 1-deg region. In fact, cone spacing
varies within the region sampled, particularly in the cen-
ter of the fovea. For the 0-deg location the average cone
spacing across 1 deg is lower than the cone spacing at the
exact center of the fovea and should produce a higher r.
In Section 4 we will see that a unified model that consid-
ers both scattering and waveguides shifts the predictions
for r at lower retinal eccentricities closer to the experi-
mental data.

Fig. 10. r as a function of retinal eccentricity. Squares, dia-
monds, and circles represent experimental measurements in a
single session for subjects JH, SM, and SB respectively. Tri-
angles are the predictions from the simulation (fitted to Kirch-
hoff approximation) when a conversion between cone spacing and
retinal eccentricity is considered. The illumination wavelength
was 543 nm.
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D. Variation of r with Wavelength
Waveguide models predict a nonsystematic variation of r
as a function of wavelength.38 In contrast, scattering
predicts that r is inversely proportional to l2. As Beck-
mann and Spizzino point out (Ref. 24, p. 92), ‘‘increasing
the wavelength has the same effect as decreasing the
roughness parameter s and the correlation distance T (or
equivalently s).’’ That is, increasing wavelength from l1
to l2 will decrease r by a (l2 /l1).2

Figure 11(a) shows r as a function of eccentricity for the
three wavelengths for subject JH, and Fig. 11(b) shows
the mean ratio r632 /r543 and r670 /r543 (averaging across
subjects and sessions). The straight lines represent the
ratio predicted by scattering theory for both ratios (0.738
and 0.657, respectively). In addition to the eccentricity
series, we performed multiple, repeated measurements at
0 and 2 deg nasal, both at the optimal pupil-entry position
and at other pupil positions. Table 1 shows the average
of r (0 and 22 deg) for each subject and wavelength (av-
eraging across sessions) along with the standard devia-
tion of the measurement. The last two rows represent
r632 /r543 and r670 /r543 , respectively, with the estimated
error of the ratio. In general, there is more variability in
the data as we increase wavelength. There are two main
reasons for this: (1) For longer wavelengths, there is a
much higher contribution of light returning from deeper
structures,39 so the ratio of the guided component to the
background decreases. Since the signal-to-noise ratio de-
creases, there is more variability in the fit. (2) We have
observed that measurements with red light are more sen-
sitive to defocus in the retinal plane than are measure-
ments in green light. Thus part of the variability may be
caused by slight changes in focus from session to session.
Also, variability for subject SB is higher than for
the other two subjects, whereas the results for subject JH
are quite stable. In general, the ratios rred /r543 are
slightly higher than the prediction from the scattering
theory.

4. UNIFIED WAVEGUIDE-SCATTERING
MODEL
In Section 2 we modeled the effect of phase variations of
light emitted from the cones on the spatial intensity dis-
tribution at the pupil plane, and in Section 3 we showed
that actual measurements of the distribution of light in
the pupil are qualitatively similar to the predictions of the
scattering model. We have seen that a spatially limited
intensity distribution is a natural consequence of the
scattering model. However, in actuality light coming
from the retinal cones cannot interfere over the entire pu-
pil. The waveguide nature of the cone photoreceptors
limits the area over the pupil where the interference can
take place by limiting the angular extent of the interfer-
ing waves. For sufficiently small cone apertures (small
enough to be treated as coherent sources), as may be the
case for cones at the center of the fovea,9 this angular ex-
tent is limited by diffraction at the cone inner segment (or
myode anterior face). Diffraction sets a minimum limit
for the angular extent. Waveguide models18,14 approxi-
mate the angular extent into which a cone radiates light
by a Gaussian function (with a shape factor that we de-
note by rwg).

Fig. 11. (a) Variation of r with retinal eccentricity for three dif-
ferent wavelengths (543, 632, and 670 nm) for subject JH (aver-
age across three sessions). (b) Ratios r632 /r543 (dashed curve,
circles) and r670 /r543 (dotted curve, diamonds), averaging across
the three subjects and all sessions. The dashed horizontal line
represents the scattering prediction for r632 /r543 and the dotted
line for r670 /r543 .
Table 1. Ratios r632 /r543 and r670 /r543 for Three Subjects and Two Retinal Eccentricitiesa

r Ratio
(6std/2)b

JH SM SB
Scattering
Prediction0 deg 22 deg 0 deg 22 deg 0 deg 22 deg

r632 /r543 0.7933 0.8146 0.7783 0.7740 0.7661 0.7368 0.7381
(60.0334) (60.0235) (60.0411) (60.0814) (60.10) (60.0816)

r670 /r543 0.7764 0.7523 0.5132 0.6015
(60.0418) (60.0126) (60.0024) (60.05) 0.6568

a Averages across at least three sessions for 632 nm and two sessions for 670 nm.
b std5standard deviation.
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There are two major implications when we combine
waveguide properties and cone directionality in our
model:

1. The mirror laws do not apply here. The experi-
mental observation is that the peak of the intensity dis-
tribution always appears in the same position in the pu-
pil, no matter the angle of incidence. Thus, whereas the
maximum intensity changes in magnitude with the angle
of incidence, the location does not. In summary, the
backscattered beam goes along a specific direction regard-
less of the angle of incidence. We believe that this spe-
cific location in the pupil corresponds to the location of the
axes of the photoreceptors for two reasons. First, the in-
tensity of the guided component is maximum when the
entry pupil coincides with the location of the peak. Sec-
ond, the location of the peak in reflectometric measure-
ments coincides with the location of the psychophysical
Stiles–Crawford peak.8 Although scattering does not
take place as in a conventional reflection from a standard
rough surface, for which the light is reflected and reemit-
ted about the specular direction, this is not incompatible
with the model. Instead, the light is captured by the
photoreceptors (acting as waveguides), guided along the
inner segments, and emitted back along the photorecep-
tor axis toward the pupil and not along the direction of
specular reflections.

2. Since both the scattering and the waveguide com-
ponents go along the same direction, the resulting distri-
bution is the multiplication of two Gaussian functions
with shape factors rscatt and rwg , respectively.40 The
combined intensity distribution is predicted by this uni-
fied model (based on scattering and waveguides) to be
Gaussian and to have a shape factor rscatt 1 rwg . This
resulting distribution will always be narrower than the
intensity distribution predicted by scattering or wave-
guide components alone. Therefore the predicted r in
Fig. 11 is shifted toward higher values, closer to the ex-
perimental data (for eccentricities up to 2 deg). The ex-
tent of the correction for waveguides depends on the rela-
tion between rscatt and rscatt 1 rwg . Also, ratios rred to
r543 (Table 1) with respect to the ratios predicted by pure
scattering slightly change with the introduction of a
waveguide correction.

Unfortunately there are no published data on the
variation of the acceptance angles of single cones pre-
dicted by waveguide models. The models of Snyder and
Pask18 and Gorrand and Delori14 apply only to foveal
cones with specific diameters. We have made simple
computations based on Snyder and Pask’s18 model for
cones at different retinal eccentricities, using Curcio’s41

cone inner segment diameters. We have used more re-
cent data for indices of refraction data than those used by
Snyder and Pask,18 although in this case, the differences
in the predictions caused by the change of indices of
refraction are small (only ;4.5%). The long-dashed
curve in Fig. 12 shows our predictions for r from the
waveguide model: r increases from approximately 0.05
to 0.08 when moving from 0 to 3 deg. If we assume that
there is no significant photoreceptor disarray at these
eccentricities14,42 and ignore effects such as cross talk and
self-screening, we can compare the angular tuning of a
single cone with the psychophysical Stiles–Crawford
function. Measurements43,44 indicate that the Stiles–
Crawford directionality (r factor) increases from ;0.05 on
average at the center of the fovea to 0.08 at 3 deg, in good
agreement with the predictions from the waveguide
model.

The predictions for r as a function of retinal eccentric-
ity (for l 5 543 nm) from the unified model (scattering
1 waveguide) are represented in Fig. 12 by the dotted
curve. We observe that the effect of adding the wave-
guide component (long-dashed curve) is to shift the whole
curve predicted by scattering (dashed curve) toward
higher values, although the major behavior is already
given by the scattering model. In Fig. 12 we also include
the model proposed by Burns et al.9 (see Fig. 7 in Ref. 9),
assuming that, at the foveal center, the cones act as
simple diffraction-limited apertures. Circles represent
an average (across subjects and sessions) of the experi-
mental measurements of r for l 5 543 nm, adjusted to
account for the average eccentricity of cones within the
measurement. As we mentioned above, at higher eccen-
tricities the discrepancy may be explained by the pres-
ence of rods, which act as a secondary photoreceptor mo-
saic with different scattering properties, and the possible
relative narrowing of the cones with respect to the row-to-
row spacing (that is, the cone aperture may no longer be
80% of cone row-to-row spacing).

Since predictions of waveguide models for r as a func-
tion of wavelength are quite sensitive to the exact knowl-
edge of cone dimensions and indices of refraction,38 they
are not useful in deriving the ratio rred to r543 from the
compound model. The prediction from pure scattering
agreed roughly with the experimental findings, and the
correction for the appropriate cone tuning should give a
closer agreement.

Fig. 12. Predictions of different models for the variation of r as
a function of retinal eccentricity in comparison with the experi-
mental measurements. Long-dashed curves, prediction of wave-
guide theory (which we have derived as an extension of the Sny-
der and Pask model17); Short-dashed curve, prediction from
scattering theory; Dotted curve, sum of the two previous curves
(scattering model including the waveguide properties of the pho-
toreceptors); solid curve diffraction limit for apertures of the size
of the cone inner segments (see Burns et al.9); circles, average ex-
perimental measurements (across subjects and sessions). Data
have been shifted to the eccentricity equivalent to the mean cone
spacing within the sample (the shift is appreciable only for the
lower eccentricity: 0 deg is equivalent to 0.3 deg). Error bars
represent the standard deviation. The illumination wavelength
for measurements and models was 543 nm.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the unified model that we propose, based on
a combination of scattering and waveguides, accounts for
the results obtained experimentally in reflectometric
measurements: the narrowing of the intensity distribu-
tion at the pupil plane as a function of retinal eccentricity
and the broadening of the distribution for increasing
wavelength. Reflectometric measurements provide infor-
mation regarding both the waveguide properties of the
photoreceptors and their spacing (implicit in the expres-
sions for the scattering component). An adequate extrac-
tion of the waveguide component may lead to automatic
knowledge of the cone spatial distribution, or, inversely,
the knowledge of the spatial distribution of the cones in
our observers would potentially allow us to extract the
pure waveguide properties of their photoreceptors in vivo.
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